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If homemade meals at your house are being replaced by fat-filled takeout or microwaveables in front

of the TV, you'll want American Heart Association Meals in Minutes on your cookbook shelf. More

than 200 delicious low-fat, low-cholesterol recipes nourish your appetite for good food while

respecting your hectic schedule. Whether you're balancing work and family, putting in overtime at

the office, or simply wanting to restore the joys of home cooking to your table, here are terrific

dishes you can put together without a lot of fuss and bother--and in 20 minutes or less.With

everything from appetizers, snacks, soups, salads, and sandwiches to main courses (including

plenty of vegetarian options), vegetables, breads, breakfast dishes, and of course desserts, the

emphasis is on ease of preparation and great taste. You can prepare many of these dishes with

ingredients you probably already have on hand, making mealtime even more stress-free. In addition

to one-dish and microwaveable recipes, there are four special "super saver" recipe types for when

you're extra rushed to get dinner on the table. "New Classics" are basic main dishes that will

become your new standbys, ready to dress up or down as you see fit. "Planned-Overs" are recipe

"twofers" that use last night's leftovers in a creative new way for tonight's meal. "Shopping Cart"

recipes require no more than six common ingredients and get you in and out of the kitchen in no

time. "Express-ipes" are the quickest of the quick, taking merely 25 minutes or less for all the

preparation and all the cooking.Tempting dishes include:Stacked Mushroom NachosMini Cinnamon

StackupsPortobello Pizza with Peppery GreensChicken Fajita Pasta with Chipotle Alfredo

SauceScallops ProvenÃ§alBroccoli with Sweet-and-Sour Tangerine SauceChocolate Hazelnut

Angel Food Cake with BananasDevil's Food Cake with Caramel DrizzlesNo-Chop StewBlue

Cheese Beef and FriesTurkey PotstickersLemongrass Chicken with Snow Peas and Jasmine

RiceGreen and Petite Pea Salad with FetaPasta FrittataFrom the Hardcover edition.
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i bought this book after my dad had a heart attack and i needed to cook healthier foods. the title isn't

kidding when it says meals in minutes. there are four categories that the recipes fall into: new

classics, planned-overs, shopping cart recipes, and express-ipes. planned-overs utilize left-overs

from other recipes, shopping cart recipes only require six common ingredients and are easy to

remember, and express-ipes only take a maximum of twenty-five mintues including prep time and

cooking. at the top of every recipe it lists the serving size, prep time, and cooking time. at the bottom

of each recipe there is a nutrional analysis that tells you the amount of calories, protein, fat, carbs,

sodium, etc.

This book has made it easy for me to plan and cook healthy meals on a regular basis. I have been

pleasantly surprised several times by recipes I wasn't sure I would like. I never knew that healthy

food could be so flavorful!Besides having tasty recipes, this book is user-friendly. There are helpful

preparation tips, and some recipes have variations or specific suggestions on how to use the

leftovers in another dish. The use of "convenient" ingredients such as frozen chopped onion, bottled

minced garlic, and canned beans means that many recipes can be put together quickly. I also

appreciate the fact that I can choose any recipe and be assured that it's healthy--I don't have to

think about it.On the downside, my regular grocery store doesn't carry a few ingredients, such as

red lentils and no-salt-added canned beans. This means that occasionally I have to substitute

ingredients (I just buy the lowest-sodium canned beans) or stop at a natural foods store. The book

claims that all recipes require 20 minutes or less of preparation time, but that doesn't include

cooking time--some recipes take hours to cook. I'm not particularly fast at tasks like chopping

vegetables, so even the prep time often takes longer than 20 minutes for me. There are recipes that

can be made from start to finish in a relatively short time, but certainly not all of them.On the whole,

though, this cookbook is one of the best that I own. I heartily recommend it!

Incredible cookbook - the recipes are easy, using everyday "normal" foods, and very satisfying. Put



away the rest of your cookbooks - my husband and I lost 50 pounds in 6 months. Stick with this, and

you can't help but reach your weight loss goals! With less than an hour a day to devote to kitchen

duties, we're able to bypass fastfood on superbusy days, knowing it's faster to cook at home.

I also have the Low Cholesterol/Low Fat cookbook, which I like, but the recipes tend to be a little

complicated and take a while to prepare and cook. This book still has low cholesterol and low fat

recipes, but they are much easier to make. It also contains many more recipes than the other

cookbook, including a lot of pasta dishes, which I thought were lacking in the other book.

I love to cook, but most of my kitchen staples are items dripping with unhealthiness-excess fat,

cholesterol, and calories. Trying to turn a new leaf in 2008, I was looking for a cookbook that had

lots of healthy meals that I could quickly and easily make for a weeknight dinner. And, they had to

taste good.Meals in Minutes fits the bill perfectly. After having this cookbook for a week, I've already

got three recipies I'll be making again (and again).Portion sizes on each of the recipes is pretty

good. For dinner, main dishes are pretty filling, so long as you also provide a side dish of some

sort.The only place where this cookbook falls a little flat is in its design and cooking tips. They seem

to be a little inconsistent, and not terribly helpful for me, but then again, I'm a pretty good cook to

start with.The other problem is a problem I have with almost all cookbooks: the meals are fast, but

the times given for prep are less than the actual time it will take you. Unless you are working in ideal

conditions, the recipes will probably take you a little longer than what the recipe states.Other than

that, it's a great book. It's not the most fun cookbook to read, but the quality of the recipes alone

makes it a 5-star endeavor.

I decided to buy this book after my husband had a stroke and we had to start eating better. I tend to

avoid cooking (my husband has handled almost all dinners for 13 years), but I knew that if I bought

this cookbook, I would be the one using it. To say I am pleasantly surprised is an understatement.

We have tried over a dozen recipes and we have liked them all. It feels great that we know we are

cooking healthy and we are loving the meals. As for the comment that says there is too much fish - I

don't know how they missed all of the chicken, pork, beef and vegetarian recipes. We don't fix the

fish either because my husband doesn't like it and I avoid the bell pepper recipes because I'm not a

big fan of that but there is still PLENTY to chose from. On top of all of that, I can attest that for a

novice cook the recipes are clear and easy to follow. Definately a GREAT buy!



There are several great recipes in this book. The disappointing aspect of the book is that many of

the recipes rely on already prepard/processed foods (i.e. canned cream soup, etc...) True, the

recipes call for the 'lower-sodium' version of the soups, but, to try and be healthy, eating all the

chemical crud that's in these soups seems like a dumb idea. So, while there are many recipes that

I'll make (modifying the recipes to use non-prepared/processed foods), I probably won't buy any

more of the AHA cookbooks.
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